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SUMMARY

This thesis researches the potential for using Virtual Worlds as an
advanced environment for interaction and simulation besides observation.
Tables, matrices and scenarios have been developed to illustrate upfront, the
route that can be taken to develop an advanced virtual environment. The paper
attempts to build a dialogue for designers, to gauge the requirements of a client
and thereby propose a schedule of deliverable, time and cost, in a pre-project
phase.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Simulation of real world has paved way for the development of a virtual
one. The virtual world [Virtual World] is a computer-simulated environment
intended for its users to inhabit and interact via a graphical image called, avatar.
This habitation usually is embodied in the form of 2 or 3-dimensional graphical
representations of humanoids [or other graphical or text-based avatars]. Some,
but not all, virtual worlds [VWs] allow for multiple users.

Massively multiplayer online games [MMOG] like The Sims Online,
Second Life and MMO role-playing games like World of Warcraft are the most
known Virtual Worlds. But there is the other version of VW which is generated
from the realm of simulation, like ECOTECT, EnergyPlus, Therm, etc…that
operates without the representations of humanoids, and is much older. Often
times these two versions are held in parallel for envisioning a highly advanced
VW. The immersive virtual reality of the MMOGs is improving exponentially with
time, and has made its way to household users. Also, the meaningful tasks
undertaken by the building simulation softwares have made their mark in all
building related fields. The future for sure holds integration of these two already
overlapping denominations of traditional simulation and the entertainment driven
VWs [Figure 1]. Though these two versions are still not very comfortable with
each other to the extent of becoming interchangeable because of reasons as
varied as technological, need based or lack of transparency in determination of
what is being sought, yet cross-over between two is increasing significantly.
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Figure 1: Traditional Simulation vs. Virtual World

Attempts are being made to invite multiple players to do a meaningful task
in an immersive environment for businesses. When the results are noted as ‘poor
graphic quality with slow processing and nothing useful to do’, it is evident that
the focus of the VW project was not outlined in the beginning. If we are to deliver
the state of art in VWs that a client fantasizes for business we must recognize
that the VW projects need to be planned and understood like any other real world
projects. Because clients might have wild expectations but desired features of
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the VW are hard to define, let alone specify. Hence, a dialogue should be
initiated upfront that can direct the course of development of the VW.

In an article on Second Life and Virtual Training System, Sean Nolan has
written on a Virtual World project which highlights how essential it is to structure
a VW project. Its reads that by implementing a virtual/3D platform will quite
literally add a new dimension to the wealth of CAD data, technical documentation
and training programs by integrating them into an interactive, browser-based
virtual world within the intranet. Sean has included a feedback by Connell
Gallagher president of Dublin, Ireland-based Parallel Graphics, a provider of
virtual/ 3D solutions for large enterprises, to the project summary in the same
article.

Proof-of-concept will be important here, so go
slowly. Spend the first six months defining the
business case and its requirements, and then prove
that case by building out one area first—for example,
a single virtual training program that instructs staff on
how to maintain one of the complex printing presses
your company produces. This will clear the way for
more rapid and smooth deployment of other
segments, such as online training manuals and realtime collaboration forums [Sean Nolan].
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Since a clear view on phased development of VW is lacking, including the
lack of cost estimates, et cetera, it is important to define scope and specifications
of VW projects to start with. To investigate how VWs can be ‘designed,
developed, delivered and operated’, and not just be ‘developed and delivered’ is
of tremendous significance. The purpose of this thesis is to propose a structured
approach to this issue.

The ultimate goal of this research is to develop taxonomy of functionality
of VW from a client perspective, a process to derive scope definitions and
specifications, besides demonstration of the approach on a test case. It is critical
to outline the track of functions that VW will perform, in order to initiate a
structured project proposal phase that can speak of a consensus reached in
terms of functionality and prepares a point of departure for developing a virtual
environment with a predicted sense of usability. Usability meaning that the users
of the VW would be assessed before hand and their requirements would be
catered from the project proposal stage by creating scenarios, to the operating
stage by implementation, and there would be no concept loss if the scenarios in
the form of storyboard are adhered to. Instead of an unstructured discussion that
usually leads to unaddressed aspects and results in assumptions, this study
should address aspects in terms of priorities and dependencies in order to realize
an effective paradigm for structuring advanced virtual environments.

The research will focus on the incrementally independent tasks that can
be executed by a virtual environment that can be upgraded in quality, depending
on the task to be performed and the scalability requirement identified for the
same. Storyboarding will be used as a means to elaborate scenarios as they
should be determined before developing the full scale environment. In other
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words the research focuses on the development of a structured development
path towards a dedicated virtual environment.

This process tries to illustrate the potential of a VW that can be achieved
independent of many factors such as visualization quality or interaction
hardware, by representing the scenarios of use of a VW. The potential can
manifest itself in one of two ways. Either as few distinct scenarios in the form of a
storyboard or as a robust sales/ marketing document that speaks extensively
about all possible scenarios for any identified role. This paper will focus on the
first type as a matter of sequence and will speculate on the future potential of the
second type as a matter of progression.

5

CHAPTER 2
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Somewhere between Namco’s Pac-Man, William Higinbotham's Tennis for
Two, Graphical User Interfaces [GUI’s], Human Computer Interaction [HCI],
Artificial Intelligence [AI], Simulation softwares, World Wide Web and online
collaboration the concept of VW can be identified. It has manifested itself
visually, interactively, collaboratively, entertainingly and educationally; and in turn
it has propelled a departure from the limited notions of virtual environment.

When the first MMO game [MMOG] was marketed 20 years ago the game
was essentially to simulate flying a war aircraft with several online players which
was analogous to an immersive VW that is created largely for entertainment and
somewhat for training. This environment of the VW fuelled several projects like
the Second Life [Figure 2] which is a top runner of the contemporary VW genre. It
is organized as an environment where its residents interact as avatars, in a social
network service that is supplemented with aspects of metaverse and suggests
immersion potential for businesses. Parallels in the disciplines were witnessed by
the shift of thought from notions of HCI and AI as being defined by immersion
quotient of a virtual environment to be used by online communities described in
robust VWs. These compatible scenarios have always been available for VW
appropriation but are highly unstructured even now. This is the reason why it is
challenging to explain to a client the scope of a VW with unsaid specifications.
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Figure 2: Second Life
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Figure 3: Flight Simulator
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How is Discussion for a VW Structured?
Today we find ourselves having appropriated in reference to the VWs, the
entertainment of games, online collaboration, visualization of building
simulations, interactive educational environment, high graphic quality 3D
marketing videos, et cetera. Thus it is evident that the VW has multiple
dimensions and hence the applications. These different dimensions can be
determined on the basis of perspective, that of a client/ the user or the designer/
the developer. The perspective of the designer has been discussed in chapter-3.
For now, it is the client’s perspective that is under consideration. The dimensions
that a client refers to while stating his requirements or while assessing the
deliverable can be listed as follows:
•

Level of Immersion [the state when one ceases to aware of its physical
self],

•

Scalability [the desirable property of a system or process which indicates
its ability to either handle growing amounts of work in a graceful manner,
or to be readily enlarged], and

•

Usability [the purpose of the VWs functions].

While the other industries are still progressing at a medium pace to reap
the potential of a structured VW, the field of training civilians and military
personnels has lead the way in terms of scalability, immersion and usability.
Flight simulators [Figure 3] are a good example as they have a distinct usabilitythat of collaborative training, sufficient immersion to sustain ‘entertainment and
believability’ balance, and a defined scalability. However to outline how a client
cares about the dimensions of the VW, healthcare facility can be taken for
example. In that case the client determines the use; say it is staff training and
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facility’s demonstration to customers. In this example of VW the dimension of
Level of Immersion can be quite varied, like for the purpose of demonstration of
facilities to prospective customers a realistic and fully immersive VW is desirable
unlike staff training which can be successfully carried in less immersive
environment. The dimension of scalability can vary similarly.

By defining scope of each dimension and by listing the specifications each
dimension can be described. Interaction of features between two or more
dimensions can be recorded then. An understanding of the relationships of those
recordings can resolve the complexities of the VWs. The interactions for a
complete VW picture can be shown by means of tables and matrices. And to use
the results in a dialogue, the recordings plotted in the matrices can be presented
as scenarios by means of a storyboard. Targets of VW development can thus be
illustrated. Some designers have already been using a structured process for
developing virtual environments. However, these methods are still used primarily
in the internal team of designers and developers to proceed with the project for
management purpose. This interdisciplinary approach is evident to be useful and
is likely to be critical to the future of the development of advanced VWs.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the crossover between contemporary VWs and
traditional simulation is becoming increasingly evident. However it is not evenly
distributed throughout. But what is becoming clear now is the fact that
organizational simulation [i.e. governing simulation] is the most significant
connection between the two denominations. This thesis is an approach to identify
different tracks and explain how they can be achieved.

10

The Role of the VW Designers
It has already been the role of the designer to synthesize the ideas and
give suggestions to prioritize their application in any project. However, for the
development of VWs the designers should spend effort on filling the gaps such
as between the two denominations. To be able to develop the under developed
overlaps between the traditional simulation and the contemporary VWs would
result in enhanced organizational simulation, which as mentioned before is the
connector between the two denominations. These individual accomplishments
can certainly add towards better communication with clients for a VW project.

Is this exercise a dialogue just for communication? I believe not. We want
to structure the VW operations to give room for speculation, experimentation and
hence innovation. If we are to accept the challenge of creating advanced VWs
we must start now to illustrate the big picture to the clients as a sincere attempt
that unfolds the aspirations and prospects of both the sides to add benefits of
satisfaction, foresight and success to the VW endeavor.
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CHAPTER 3
OBSERVATION, INTERACTION AND SIMULATION

The VWs are capable of performing many specific and overlapping roles.
But empirically it is understood that they execute three distinct functions of:
Observation, Interaction and Simulation. The order of these tasks is not derived,
just as a function of chronology, but is obtained from a realization of the
designers and developers of the VWs itself [Imagine Lab]. Hence, these can also
be termed as the dimensions of a VW from the perspective of its designers.

However, as mentioned a client can assess a VW, less in terms of the
roles a VW is intended to perform, but more in terms of
•

Level of Immersion,

•

Scalability, and

•

Usability.

For the sake of usability the important question is not how much level of
observation, interaction or simulation should be achieved instead the prime and
added value of the VW, should be first uncovered. Hence, with a clear purpose in
mind the notions of immersion and scalability should be handled. This is
eventually translated by the quality of graphics, interaction feasibility and intuitive
processes of the environment.

What can be beneficial to the core of a VW project would be a solid
understanding of the individual paradigm of each of these functions. In this paper
it is attempted to present an outline of the structure of observation, interaction
and simulation environment.
12

Observation in VWs
Webster’s defines the word Visualization as, ‘The act or process of
interpreting in visual terms or of putting into visible form’. In VW the task of
visualization is definitely a visual manifestation of a concept or a job that needs to
be performed. Although visualizations can be 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional,
yet the VW is moving towards its 3-dimensional adaptation for reasons such as
immersion. [Though the capabilities of a 2D virtual environment have been
largely proven but the choice is ultimately based on the usability requirements of
the VW project, and in this case focus has been laid on 3D environments]

3-dimensional visualizations consist of 3D models in an environment
which if submitted without the potential of interaction are powerful tools of
observation in the VW. The components of a 3D model environment can be
incrementally structured in terms of [Table 1]:
•

Model complexity,

•

Material quality, and

•

Lighting quality.

These three aspects in a range of their own make it possible to produce
innumerous permutations for developing a virtual environment. The key to
creating a further sub-structure is in determining individual results.

Model Complexity
Complexity suggests that it can be progressively determined as a lowmedium-high range. But what should also be resolved is that a model is an
envelope term for the architectural space [such as the building block],
architectural details [such as the door knobs, railings, et cetera] and furniture in
the space [Table 1].
13

Material Quality
Quality reflects nature of an applied material which can be kept as a
generic wireframe of the model, rendered a flat-color, made illustrative or photorealistic. A key thing to understand here is that the process of applying material is
an either-or mechanism wherein a photo-realistic texture applied in VW might
never have been flat colored before, unlike the model complexity where a range
can be selected for architectural details by opting for medium complexity which
would mean that the model has been developed through the low stage [Table 1].

Lighting Quality
Like materials the VW can have ambient light, or be lit by an array of lights
with an illustrative or realistic effect, or be equipped with real-time lighting [Table
1].
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Table 1: Structure of Observatory environment in VW
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Table 2: Detailed structure of Observatory environment in VW

For model complexity, geometric representation can be specified in terms
of resolution and accuracy to support the idea of a low detail, medium detail and
high detail architectural model. Since the model is 3D visualization of a real world
built environment hence it is suggested that a real world unit of feet/ inch be used
to realize the real size and thereby decide if it needs to be modeled for the 3D
visualization. For example, a four inch window projection should be visualized if
the 3D model is resolved to be of medium detail, but should be ignored for a low
detail model. The details of the architectural space have been categorized to
start with none, because to detail the model is not mandatory, and the next quick
step could be to just supplement the detail via texture and say the detail level is
low. The medium and high laps go the same route as the architectural space
complexity does. Architectural furnishings can be avoided by staying with none
option or can be low which suggest a generic form to be supplied just to populate
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the space, like a box instead of a table, medium and highly realistic furnishings
are other categories too [Table 2].
For material quality, the wireframe option can be customized by varying
the attributes of color, thickness, et cetera. The option of flat color is available
with or without texture, and that imparts the illustrative quality to the VW.
Whereas, surface properties can make the materials look photo-realistic, if the
lighting complements them too [Table 2].

Lighting quality makes a significant difference in developing the real look
of the environment as an ambient light with vertex lighting can be the simplest
one can get close to without shadows. Illustrative lighting which definitely has
static shadows can be supplemented with one color lighting or realistic lighting
could be adhered to. The highest level of lighting quality can be the real-time
lighting which as the name suggests generates dynamic lighting and shadow
[Table 2].

This arrangement more or less constitutes the observatory environment
and can be further detailed if the use of this VW is stretched from observation to
interaction.

Interaction in VWs
Webster’s defines the word Interaction as ‘A mutual or reciprocal action or
influence’. In VW we remember if there is no interaction it leads to observation
and the interactive world is possible only because it is preceded by an
observatory world that can be developed for interaction by the following means
[Table 3 and 4]:
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•

Users,

•

Interaction complexity,

•

Networking type,

•

Sensory communication, and

•

Interaction hardware.

This structure of interaction in VWs is a basic framework that if defined can be
used to estimate user experience and robustness of the VW.

Users
It is obvious that if there is no user there can be no interaction, but what
needs to be sorted is the choice of making the interactive VW scalable for single
or multiple users. In either of the two the user can opt for embodiment. The idea
of embodiment is generally associated with the word- avatar and is popularly
used in the gaming world. The avatars can be 2D or 3D, which again would count
towards the immersion quotient. An important aspect that is a derivative of
narration is the option of interacting in the VW as a first person or as a third
person. The users largely are responsible for determining the user experience
which is aided by an interface that can either be screen or the world itself. A
screen user interface is generally graphical and/ or textual. A Graphical User
Interface [GUI] can be either a Heads-Up Display [HUD] or be equipped with
widgets.

Interaction complexity
It suggests the laws and architecture of interaction in a VW. Its substructure is generally read incrementally, but metaverse is challenging the limits
of complexity, with passing time. Based on Physics, Environment and Agents,
the interaction complexity plays strong role in determining the overall function of
18

the VWs. Physics based interaction complexity comprises of collision detection,
motion and gravity. The physics engines such as AGEIA is dedicated to
delivering dynamic interactive realism to the ever demanding complexity of next
generation games. It bridges the gap between static virtual worlds and
responsive unscripted physical reality, the importance of physics based
interaction can be gathered from there. Thus, it needs to be considered as the
first element essential for user interaction of any kind in the VWs. Environment
based interaction is a step further and it makes available the interaction
possibility with objects and users. Objects can be transformed, created and
modified depending on the use of the VW. Users can communicate and
collaborate like in the Second Life. Interaction with agents is also via
communication and collaboration but the very presence of agents in a VW
suggests its usability. Because agents as intentional systems operate
independently and rationally, seeking to achieve goals by interacting with their
environment [Table 3 and 4].

Networking
VW can be off line or online. A stand alone off line network can be multiple
player too if it has more than one controllers for each of the users. But the most
popular on line network type is LAN or Web based. However, LAN can be
internet or extranet.

Sensory Communication
It is distinctly classified as to be based on text, audio, accessory and
gesture. Text based VW communication can be environment triggered and
instant message equipped. Audio based VW communication could be anything
as imaginative as cues from environment to real-time as VOIP. Accessories of an
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avatar if any such as laser adds another distinct way of communication in VWs.
Gesture based communication in VWs is as old as character animation and can
be articulated by body language and facial expressions [Table 3 and 4].

Interaction Hardware
It can be as varied as input and/ or output devices and haptics. Coming
from the world of HCI the input devices could be textual, pointing, game
controller type, image/ video based and audio. Output devices are only image/
video and audio type. Haptics, which is the technology of touch, can be stylus
and tactition based [Table 3 and 4].

The function of interaction in the VW with passing time has started to
move towards simulation, when more than one system has to be catered in the
VW.

20

Table 3: Structure of Interactive environment in VW
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Table 4: Detailed structure of Interactive environment in VW
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Simulation in VWs
Webster’s defines the word Simulation as ‘The imitative representation of
the functioning of one system or process by means of the functioning of another’.
The need for simulation in VW is evident from the word itself, as in if the usability
of the VW is of a particular kind then it is done by a separate process and hence
represented or visualized. For instance if an industrial process has to be
performed in the VW, it is most likely that a simulation would be referred to and
the evaluation would be visualized in the environment or it could be developed
separately and then the results could be represented in the environment.

But if a VW is slightly advanced and serves to perform some dedicated
function such as that of annotations by a group of people in the virtual
environment, it is obvious that it would be equipped to perform some kind of
simulation. Hence, what needs to be uncovered is the structure of simulation in
VWs, which can be classified as [Table 5 and 6]:
•

Type,

•

Character,

•

Resource,

•

Entities, and

•

Level of Autonomy [LOA]

This structure is essentially a step to sort out one or many simulations that a VW
is likely to get associated with.

Type
A simulated VW could have three types of simulations that can be
fundamental i.e. the very essential ones depending on the use of the VW,
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ambient i.e. environment based and organizational i.e. governing such as a
discrete event simulation that can get integrated over time [Table 5 and 6].

Character
A simulation could be embedded i.e. fixed or it could be real-time i.e.
dynamically generated in the VW [Table 5 and 6].

Resource
The simulation resource can be either internal or external and both of the
resources could be either programmed or connected to database and/ or have
storage.

Entities
The entities of simulation are obviously objects and agents but a third
option that is identified is that of a group, which can be composed of both objects
and agents [Table 5 and 6].

Level of Autonomy
In a VW simulation it is of worth to predict the quality or state of being self
governing, which is calibrated by the term LOA [John Vince and Rae Earnshaw
(Eds)]. The LOA can range from being guided then programmed to being
autonomous [Table 5 and 6].
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Table 5: Structure of Simulated environment in VW

Table 6: Detailed structure of simulated environment in VW

Summary
In this chapter the distinct functions of observation, interaction and
simulation have been structured in context of the VWs. By defining the first level
categories and then further determining the contents of each of the categories,
information rich route has been sketched that can be further carried and
developed to probe the inter-relationships if any.
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CHAPTER 4
MATRIX FOR DEVELOPING VIRTUAL WORLD

It is an age old belief that when options are too few one should weigh
them properly and when they are too many, they should be prioritized. But it is
certainly advisable that before weighing or prioritizing they should be laid out to
convey the big picture. We understand that nowadays, VWs can be used for
observation, interaction and simulation. But traditional simulations had always
visualized results for evaluation or observation. To investigate if there is a way to
create a document that suggests a navigable incremental pattern in the evolving
landscape of VW, for identifying intermediate steps which can be achieved in the
course of development of a VW project, would be the goal of this paper.

Each exercise in this chapter draws attention to an important aspect that
in the end contributes to the conclusion drawn.
Exercise: 1
To assemble the skeleton table that reflects in a glance the three key
functions of observation, interaction and simulation. And finally interpret the
visible X and Y axis of the table to probe the presence of order.
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Table 7: Exercise 1- Key functions of VW assembled together
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Table 8: Exercise 1- Key functions of VW in detail assembled together
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Vertically the table does suggest the increasing functionality of VW in
terms of complexity and usability. Whereas horizontally, it indicates either the
incremental complexity or the advanced options of each of the categories
stacked vertically. Hence, overall it can be stated that vertically the order is
incremental in terms of functionality of VWs. Though horizontally there is no
ascertained order, yet it does suggest a sense of immersion [Table 7 and 8]. As
realistic graphic quality options, real-time simulations and state of the art
interaction choices get listed progressively in the horizontal stretch.

Webster’s defines the word Immersion as, ‘Absorbing involvement’. A
general understanding of the VW does reflect that the challenge of expressing,
absorbing involvement is not that objective as the table might suggest it to be.
Some categories are more representative of the usability of the VW. Hence, it is
better concluded in this exercise that immersion is a subjective quality and its
quantification be discussed a later time. However, this exercise brings to light the
need to identify if any of these functions depend on each other or not.
Exercise: 2
Arrange the functions of VW i.e. observation, interaction and simulation in
a 2-dimensional matrix. Then inspect the relationship of the axis and interpret the
nature of the results that can be plotted by taking an example.
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Table 9: Exercise 2- Key functions of VW assembled in a 2-dimensional
matrix
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Table 10: Exercise 2- Key functions of VW in detail assembled in a 2-dimensional
matrix
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The functions have been arranged along the X and Y axis. On Y axis there
is Interaction complexity which can either be none [none is observation], physics
based, environment based or agent based. It also represents the simulation type,
character and resource. These categories were considered to be the only
important ones that were required to resolve the use of the virtual environment
and hence were defining the functionality pattern horizontally [Table 9 and 10].

Vertically, the VW paradigm has been set to comprise of the architectural
model and the environment. Whereas, the architectural model is essentially the
structure framed for a VW which is an observatory environment, the virtual
environment comprises of all the remaining aspects of interaction and simulation
that aren’t the key aspects of determining the use of the VW but they certainly
define the environment.

Hence, a two dimensional matrix has been laid that has the X-axis
specifying the VW paradigm, and the horizontal axis defining the functionality of
the VW. To assess the workability of the two dimensional matrix [Table 9 and 10]
it is essential to plot it. Therefore, an example of a virtual environment created in
Imagine Lab is being taken [Figure 4 to 12].

Description of the example
This virtual environment example is that of the proposed Solar Decathlon
House by Georgia Tech for the competition in October 2008 which has been
prepared in Imagine Lab [Figure 4 to 12].

The VW prepared is a medium detail 3D model with illustrative materials
and realistic lighting. It has single and multiple player interaction possibility with a
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screen interface. Basic level interaction with objects is possible and users can
communicate with each other as well. It has an internal embedded simulation of
Luminance and Illuminance level indoors, which is considered to be of
fundamental, type [Table 11 and 12].

Table 11 and 12; highlight the specifications of the VW in the proposed
matrix, as an attempt to establish the relation of the interaction choices,
simulation types and model complexity.
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Figure 4: Render of Solar Decathlon Model’s site

Figure 5: Render of Solar Decathlon Model- I
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Figure 6: Render of Solar Decathlon Model- II

Figure 7: Render of Solar Decathlon Model- III
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Figure 8: Render of Solar Decathlon Model interiors- I

Figure 9: Render of Solar Decathlon Model interiors- II
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Figure 10: Render of Solar Decathlon Model interiors- III
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Figure 11: Render of simulated Illuminance level of Solar Decathlon Model
interiors- III

Figure 12: Render of simulated Luminance level of Solar Decathlon Model
interiors- III
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Table 11: Exercise 2- Key functions of Solar Decathlon model, plotted in a 2dimensional matrix
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Table 12: Exercise 2- Key functions of Solar Decathlon model in detail, plotted in
a 2-dimensional matrix
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The matrix should read the VWs structure over the different functions it
can perform. But the reading seems to be linear in the plotted matrix, as in, it is
evident that if the functions have been selected, the structure of the VW is not
changing. Probably, that’s because just one condition of the VW is being plotted
[Table 11 and 12].

The one thing that can be drawn out of this exercise is this, that there is no
need to plot, unless a range of conditions have to be reflected. Whereas, it is
evident that if decided almost any function can be performed with any level of
detailed model in the VW.

Hence, the result is that the functions of the VW do not depend on the
level of model detail. In fact the only connection they have is the fact that over
time as the project progresses the model is capable of being independently
upgraded without affecting the environments functions. But a low detailed model
is naturally a less immersive environment compared to a high detailed one. In
other words, there seems to be a need to prepare a matrix that can reflect the
interrelationship [which is of independence] of the model detail to the functions of
the VW.
Exercise: 3
Prepare a matrix that has dimensions of model detail and functionality
pattern. To define a range of sequential conditions of the VW paradigm, propose
an applicable matrix.
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Table 13 presents the dimensions of model detail and functionality pattern,
whereas, Table 14 shows one condition of the VW of Solar Decathlon discussed
in Exercise-2.
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Table 13: Exercise 3- Matrix with dimensions of model detail and functionality pattern
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Table 14: Exercise 3- Solar Decathlon Model plotted in the matrix with dimensions of model detail and functionality pattern
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Table 15: Exercise 3- Matrix to plot sequential conditions of development of a
VW

Table 16: Exercise 3- Matrix to plot sequential conditions of development of a
VW with single and multiple player detail
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Table 17: Exercise 3- Matrix to plot sequential conditions of development of a
VW with specified interaction stages

The three derivations of the Table 13 are represented as Table 15, 16 and
17, as VW matrix, which proves how the exercise of evolving a landscape of
VWs that unfolds its potential is easily navigable on parallel tracks- one is the
track of choosing the detail level to achieve and two being the track of enhancing
its functions. But, Table 15 is a composite generic matrix that can be plotted for
an individual VW project, wherein the goal might be to achieve a highly realistic
model environment that performs advanced simulations to carry out multiple
tasks by multiple users. It is this matrix that can be used effectively to break up
the intermediate stages of the project, to determine work requirements and
ultimately prepare a time and cost schedule.

For example to achieve a highly realistic model environment that performs
advanced simulations to carry out multiple tasks by multiple users as stated
above, a minimum of three stages can be identified for the work to begin [Table
18]:
1. As single player low level model with low interaction capability, and
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2. Then be upgraded to a medium level model with multiple player yet
medium interaction.
3. Then it can be finally made what it was envisioned- a high detail and multiplayer high interaction version.

Table 18: Three plotted conditions of development of an example of a VW, in the
VW Matrix

This definitely seems to be a structured and a powerful way to
communicate the stages of work, and can be further used to develop time-cost
proposal for the project.

As it was discussed before most of these categories are independent and
are primarily a way to sort out each function of the VW. The adaptation of the
matrix can be drawn to pull out other relevant information that can enrich the
dialogue of a designer to a great extent [Table 19].
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Table 19: Four adaptations of VW matrix in Table 17, sorted on individual basis
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Summary
In this chapter three exercises were performed to derive a navigable
matrix that can be plotted to mark incremental stages of development of a VW. It
suggests a structure that stands on Model detail on one hand and Interaction
level on the other. Finally there is a way to represent these two dimensions of the
VW on the same plane, to enable the process of development of VW to
acknowledge the potential in each of its dimensions without making them appear
dependent on either. This matrix that plots the incremental stages of expansion
of a VW has paved a way to the development of scenarios that each stage is
likely to build.
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CHAPTER 5
SCENARIOS OF USE IN VIRTUAL WORLD

A generic matrix with three stages identified as beginning, intermediate
and final really doesn’t say much to a client [Table 20].

Table 20: Stages of development plotted in the VW matrix shown in Table 16

But depending on the project, wherein the functions of the project have
been specified before hand, it is worthwhile to plot this matrix and then support
each of the stages as a scenario. For a client as well as the design team of the
VW a brainstorming session can be done to illustrate a storyboard that conveys
what is being envisioned for each stage. This can be a powerful tool of iteration
and execution of functions determined by the design team for a client discussion.
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This process of creating scenarios can be better understood by using the
Solar Decathlon example [Figure 4 to 12] that was mentioned before in chapter4, as a case-study.
Case-study: Solar Decathlon House
Background
The VW prepared is a medium detail 3D model with illustrative materials
and realistic lighting. It has single and multiple player interaction possibility with a
screen interface. Basic level interaction with objects is possible and users can
communicate with each other as well. It has an internal embedded simulation of
air flow that is considered to be of fundamental type. On the VW matrix, Table
21, it can be plotted as to be an intermediate level.

Table 21: Stage of development of Solar Decathlon model plotted in the VW
matrix shown in Table 17
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Sorting Interaction level by Simulation type, the VW matrix for Solar
Decathlon model would look like, Table 22.

Table 22: Stage of development of Solar Decathlon model plotted in the VW
matrix shown in Table 19, sorted by simulation type.

Since the present state of the environment is intermediary i.e. neither
observatory nor fully simulated, a range of scenarios have been outlined, that are
further illustrated to reveal how they can be storyboarded and how they can be
plotted in the matrix to suggest an incremental development pattern for its VW
[Table 23].
Proposed incremental scenarios of use:
1. Static environment
2. Single observer with only very basic interaction
3. Single observer with rich set of embedded interaction capable with objects
and passive observers
4. Multiple observers with fundamental simulation.
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5. Multiple observers internally orchestrated.
6. Immersed single observer with other passive observers with external realtime organizational simulation.

Table 23: Proposed scenarios of use, plotted as stages of development of Solar
Decathlon model plotted in the VW matrix shown in Table 16

Since the scenarios 4 and 6, use terms such as fundamental and
organizational, matrix can be sorted by simulation type to give a better
understanding of incremental order [Table 24]. This puts across another
important aspect that single observer and multiple observers is not the
benchmark to determine order, it just represents the type of observer in the
general matrix.
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Table 24: Scenario 4and 6, plotted as stages of development of Solar Decathlon
model plotted in the VW matrix shown in Table 19, sorted by simulation type.

Since the scenarios 2 and 3, use terms such as basic interaction and rich
set of embedded interaction with objects and passive observers, VW matrix can
be sorted by interaction complexity to give a better understanding of incremental
order. Here both have single observers, but intuitively the medium level model
detail has been selected as a rich set of embedded instructions which would be
satisfactorily executed if the feeling of immersiveness is high [Table 25]. The
more detailed the model, the better is the believability of operations that can be
executed in it.
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Table 25: Scenario 2and 3, plotted as stages of development of Solar Decathlon
model plotted in the VW matrix shown in Table 19, sorted by interaction
complexity.

To explore the real potential of scenarios a storyboard has been
developed for each of them, which brings forward an idea that can be
incrementally pursued [Figure 13 to 18]. For this case the idea that is being
pursued is to showcase the design technologies that have been incorporated in
the house, for example, movable photo voltaic [PV] panel roof, operable sun
shading devices, et cetera. The idea has been further stretched to be used for
virtual jury inspection that can investigate the energy consumption competition’s
performance.
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Figure 13: Scenario1- Static environment, without any user is just good for
observation.
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Figure 14: Scenario 2- Single observer with only very basic interaction.
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Figure 15: Scenario 3- Single observer with rich set of embedded interaction
capable with objects and passive observers.
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Figure 16: Scenario 4- Multiple observers with fundamental simulation.
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Figure 17: Scenario 5- Multiple observers internally orchestrated.
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Figure 18: Scenario 6-Immersed single observer with other passive observers
with external real-time organizational simulation.
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The storyboard of the scenarios, reflects how the thrust of use in the VW
to be developed, is to showcase the design technology besides a ready
environment that can be tested for the various competitions either by jury or by
observers [Figure 13 to 18]. Such an illustrated conversation which is no new
thing for an internal team of developer and designers of the VW also seems to be
a powerful tool, to gauge the mind of the client or, instead present a development
proposal that is easy for the client to understand.
Summary
In this chapter scenarios of use were identified for a case-study, and
thereby storyboarding was used as a tool to present the sequence of events that
can occur in each case. The scenarios presented in the chapter are illustrated
storyboards of a particular idea, which can be repeated to reveal the other
functions of the VW as well, and can later be consolidated, in the form of a
marketing document. This attempt has revealed the feasible side of structuring
proposal or discussions to incur effective development of a VW project.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS

An approach towards incremental client specifications of a VW is
presented. It could prove to be successful as an analytical guide for designers,
clients and VW developers in a structured approach based on tables, matrices
and storyboards as primary drivers for the specification of a VW. Storyboarding,
as means to illustrate scenarios of use is a clear verification of the premise that
VW development can be organized and pre-specified to enhance usability.
Through this process the client’s ideas and notions can also be significantly finetuned and it could be argued that these techniques have produced a rich VW
specification paradigm that can be relied on by VW developers to creating a
robust marketing document with a palette of options for the client. Research,
experimentation, intuitions, user intentions, market trends can all be converged
in this process to target a rich VW where benefits of education, collaboration,
training, simulation, entertainment and annotation can be accessed
simultaneously to propose a VW that meets the needs and budget of a client.

This thesis is a powerful demonstration of how this method could very
feasibly be adopted for a VW project proposal. One work day could easily
produce a general schedule matrix, and three scenarios of use, depending on
clarity of use outlined in the VW matrix. Additionally as project proposal has
become a key to generating cost and time estimates, one could imagine
scenarios being illustrated extensively for showcasing the work that goes in
making a function of VW, operable.
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The deployment of this technique is immediate. Storyboarding is over 75
years old now and has already found its way into interactive media projects. The
potential of future research lies in effective communication via pre-visualizing,
structuring and scheduling of project ideas and intended client-uses of the VWs.
This method shows tremendous promise for developing even richer VWs that are
intentionally designed to accommodate, and even promote innovative functions.
Applications for such VWs include hospitals, schools, technology driven facilities,
et cetera.
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